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QUESTION 1

Which action should you take in a checklist to enable the process to be automatically re-processed? 

A. Rollback 

B. Mark for Retry 

C. Re Process 

D. Skip 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r13-update17d/oapay/ calculate-validate-and-
balance-payroll.html#OAPAY774631 

 

QUESTION 2

How should you change the order of the task displayed within the payroll flows checklist? 

A. Amend both the sequence of the tasks on the task definition page and the task 

B. Amend the task sequence on the task sequencing page. 

C. Amend the sequence of the tasks within the task definition page. 

D. Amend both the task sequence on the task sequencing page and the sequence within the edit task details page. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Where would a payroll flow task retrieve its parameter information when selecting "Bind to Flow Parameter"? 

A. Derives the value from the output of the previous task 

B. Derives the value from the context of the current flow instance 

C. Derives the value from one of the task parameter values 

D. Derives the value from one of the flow pattern parameter values 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r13-update17d/faigp/settingup-payroll-flow-p
atterns.html#FAIGP711763https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-humanresources/r13-update17d/faigp/setting-
up-payroll-flow-patterns.html 
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QUESTION 4

A worker\\'s payroll frequency changes from weekly to monthly. What action should you take? 

A. End the weekly payroll record for the worker and add a new monthly payroll record. 

B. Update the weekly payroll definition and change the calendar to a weekly frequency. 

C. Transfer the worker from the weekly payroll to the monthly payroll. 

D. Terminate the worker\\'s assignment record associated to the weekly payroll. Create a new assignment record and
associate it to the monthly payroll. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are testing the retropay process and enter a retrospective bonus entry for a worker. The bonus is calculated based
on a percentage of the worker\\'s salary. When you review the results of the retropay process you identify the bonus has
not been included. 

Identify two reasons why this is happening. (Choose two.) 

A. Retropay has not been enabled on the bonus element. 

B. Bonus element changes are not included in the retroactive event group. 

C. Retropay has not been enabled on the salary element. 

D. Element entry changes are not included in the retroactive event group. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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